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FEATURING

2016 CANDIDATES’
PRO-LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE

* * The outcome of the 2016 election is critical. Candidates who embrace
the pro-life platform of the Republican Party on the campaign trail will have
an edge over their opponents as our country’s future leaders in changing
America’s culture to one of LIFE!
* * In our continued efforts to promote AZ lawmakers who are unwavering
in their stand for LIFE and to help the AZ Pro-Life Voter vote PRO-LIFE, the
AZ East Valley Action Alliance (AZ EVAA) has compiled a comprehensive
thought-provoking Pro-life Candidates’ Questionnaire addressing the many
facets of the LIFE issues from conception to natural death.

*2016 AZ Candidates
Questionnaire
* 23 Candidates’ Responses
***
*Republicans vs. Democrats
Comparison of
Pro-Life Platforms
***
“Before You Say You
Won’t Vote”
***
“A Message for Christians”
***
Reagan/Trump Comparison
***
Election Prayer
***
Important Election Dates

* * This questionnaire was made available to all 2016 AZ Candidates running
for public office through various social media outlets and the AZ EVAA is
grateful to all those candidates who so willingly participated.
8/3/16 Early Voting
* * Because it is of the essence that the voter be aware of the character of
each candidate from a pro-life perspective, the AZ EVAA is pleased to also
include in this special election newsletter other vital election editorials,
comparisons and political commentaries that may be helpful to those, yet,
undecided voters; because “in order to save this nation for future generations, it is vital that all pro-life Americans go to the polls on election day to
vote for LIFE” – Fr. Frank Pavone, Priests for Life.
* * While the AZ EVAA does not endorse candidates, it is the goal of the
AZ EVAA to educate the pro-life voter on the pro-life stance of our candidates in order that a more informed voter will cast his or her vote that is
pleasing to God, the author of LIFE!
* *The AZ EVAA is pleased to provide you the election content herein and
hope that you will find it helpful. Please feel free to also share with family
and friends as deemed appropriate.

Begins for Primary Election;
8/30/16 Primary Election;
10/2/16 Registration Deadline
for General Election;
10/12/16 Early Voting Begins
for General Election
11/8/16 General Election

***
EVAA Supports GOP
Chairman’s Dinner
***
Roe vs. Wade – Americans
Speak Out
***
EVAA Mission

**For comments and/or questions please contact us as noted below.
www.evactionalliance.org

480-216-7217

Life@evactionalliance.org
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1.

The AZ East Valley Action Alliance 2016 Election Candidates
Pro-Life Questionnaire was made available to all AZ
Candidates running for public office in an effort to help
the PRO-LIFE VOTER vote PRO-LIFE!

What does being pro-life mean to you? Give details of Pro-Life experiences, voting record, etc.

2.

How will you effectively ensure voters that your pro-life positions will be a part of your political campaign
during the 2016 election cycle and continue throughout your political career, even though the particular office
you are seeking/elected to will not necessarily require a pro-life stand or vote?

3.

Are you willing to participate in pro-life conferences, rallies or other public venues without compensation
or identification on marketing or campaign materials? Why or why not?

4.

If given the opportunity, would you be willing to spearhead or co-sponsor a bill that would make abortion
illegal (by overturning Roe v. Wade)? Why or why not?

5.

Would you be willing to sponsor or co-sponsor a bill and/or vote to prevent all taxpayer dollars from going
to any and all abortion providers, (i.e., Planned Parenthood) ? Why or why not?

6.

Is the deliberate killing of a pre-born child in its mother’s womb ever acceptable to you? If so, under what
circumstances?

7.

Do you believe the “climate change” movement is a deliberate effort to control human population? Why
or why not?

8.

Do you believe abortion should be classified as “women’s healthcare”? Why or why not?

9.

Is the over-the-counter purchase accessibility of the RU-486 drug a convenient, inexpensive and effective
way for our teens to terminate an unwanted pregnancy? Why or why not?

10. It’s been almost 50 years since the Supreme Court handed down Roe v. Wade. We seem no closer to
over-turning this decision now than we were then, because of judicial activism:
a) How would you propose addressing the problem?
b) Would you be willing to vote to curb the jurisdiction of the courts over abortion? Why or why not?

11. Is Euthanasia or Physician-assisted Suicide ever a good decision in prematurely ending a person’s life?
Why or why not? If so, under what conditions would this action be acceptable to you?

(NOTE: The AZ EVAA is not responsible for the content of the Candidates’ responses to the above
questions. Each response was entered as received.)

Candidate: Joseph M. Arpaio ~ Office: Sheriff, Maricopa County
1. Mother gave her life for me, refused abortion when I was born, June 14, 1932. Have 4 adopted
grandchildren, when they were born.
2. Speak out, as in past years.
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. No
7. (left blank)
8. No
9. No

Candidate:

Ken Bennett ~ Office: Congress - District 1

1. Pro-life means believing that life is a precious gift from God, and must be treasured and protected from conception until natural death. As a AZ State Senator for 8 years, I always had a
100% Pro-Life voting record and was a prime sponsor of many Pro-Life bills. I worked closely with
Pro-Life organizations to promote and defend a Pro-Life Arizona.
2. I happily tell people that I am Pro-Life. Of the six Republican candidates in this race, I am one of
only two to identify myself as Pro-Life on my website.
3. Yes.
4. As I did in the State Senate, I will continue to sponsor Pro-Life legislation.
5. Yes. Taxpayer dollars should never be funding abortions.
6. Only in the case of being directly medically necessary to save the life of the mother, or in cases
of rape and incest, so long as it is reported to law enforcement.
7. I don't know what all the motivations are behind the climate change movement. I believe the
earth is a living organism which goes through warming and cooling phases. Human activity contributes to, but is not primarily responsible for climate change. We should always respect the
earth and the environment and act in ways that keep it clean.
8. No. "Women's healthcare" excludes the life and healthcare of the child.
9. No. It is the killing of the child chemically.
10 A. Elect Presidents who will appoint Justices who respect life from conception. Amend the
Constitution to protect life from conception to natural death.
10 B. If an Amendment can be passed, I would support limiting court jurisdiction so it can't invalidate the Right to Life by case decisions.
11. I do not support any action that prematurely ends a person's life. I do support palliative care
for people whose life is naturally ending, and the right of a person to refuse resuscitation or artificial extension of their life.

Candidate: Andy Biggs ~ Office: Arizona's Fifth Congressional District
1. Being Pro-Life means everything to me. Throughout my time in the Arizona Legislature, I fought for the
right to life of unborn babies. My pro-life voting record earned me a 100% voting record from the Center
for Arizona Policy.
2. My pro-life stance has always been part of my campaign platform. My fight to protect life is not only
part of my role as a legislative servant, but also a commitment to my family, Community and God.
3. Yes. I have prayed outside abortions centers, represented pro-life organizations Internationally and
held campaign events on the issue of life.
4. Yes.
5. Yes.
6. Yes, If the mother's life is at risk.
7. I do not believe in the notion of climate change.
8. No.
9. No.
10 A. I would propose legislation to ensure that life is protected.
10 B. Yes.
11. No.
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Candidate: Jennifer Brown
Office: Central Arizona Water Conservation District
1. I will defend all stages of human life in word and deed.
2. I have always been and will always be a passionate defender of human life in any circumstance
possible. 3. Yes 4. Absolutely. 5. Absolutely. 6. No. All measures should be done to protect life.
7. I have not researched this issue enough to respond. 8. No. The baby being "aborted" is 50%
chance of being a female as well, so what about her healthcare, and that of any male's? 9. No.
10 -A. Educating children and teens of the dangers of abortion to babies and mothers. Education the
general population on the atrocities done to the most innocent of us all. 10-B. Yes.
11. All efforts should be taken to protect life in all stages.

CANDIDATE: Ross Groen ~ Office: LD 25 HOUSE
1. The first duty of government is the protection of innocent life. The innocence of a child in the womb is hard to dispute. My parents and grandparents
have been active in pro-life causes for decades and I grew up going to marches
and protests. As an adult, I have worked for two Pro-Life members of
Congress and have been endorsed by Trent Franks.
2. The sanctity of life is a core belief that transcends politics.
3. Yes, I am pro-life because I oppose abortion, not because I believe it will
help win an election.
4. Yes, Roe v. Wade uses terrible legal reasoning to reach an atrocious
result. It is a stain on our nation’s character.
5. Yes, it is unconscionable to force taxpayers to subsidize abortion. 6. No.
7. I’m not sure. I think the climate change movement takes a kernel of
scientific truth and exploits it to advance a statist political agenda, some of
which might involve controlling the human population.
8. No, abortion ends a human life.
9. No, there is considerable emotional expense related to this abortive measure and parents should be aware of its sale to their children.
10. We need a human life amendment. I am not aware of a workable way to
limit the jurisdiction of courts over this issue.
11. No, physicians should “do no harm”, especially with the continued
growth of state funded healthcare. It’s too easy to blur the lines between
compassion & cost saving.

Candidate:
John Heep
Office:
2nd Term
Maricopa
Community
Colleges
Board of
Directors At
Large
Pro Life, Knights of
Columbus 4th
degree, and
Catholic . Thank
you for asking!
John Heep
623-869-7977
jheep@cox.net

Candidate: John Kavanagh ~ Office: State Senate LD 23
1. Pro-life means protecting the unborn. I have supported every pro-life bill that came before me in the
past 10 years and co-sponsored many of them.
2. My office does and I always proclaim my pro-life position. In fact, I advocate for pro-life.
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. Only to save the life of the mother.
7. I do not know. It certainly is a movement to push costly alternatives to cheap energy.
8. No. Most of these abortions are for convenience and that is not health.
9. While it may be convenient and inexpensive, I do not believe it is safe, especially for the child it is killing.
10 A. Elect a president who will appoint 3 pro-life Supreme Court judges.
10 B. That would require an amendment to the U.S Constitution, which I would support.
11. No. It is murder. In addition, modern pain management can make the end of life more bearable.
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Candidate: Bill Montgomery ~ Office: Maricopa County Attorney
1. I am a volunteer board member of a crisis pregnancy center and I have personally defended Arizona
pro-life laws before the District Court of Arizona and the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. I have also regularly
attended prayer vigils outside of abortion clinics.
2. I have participated in rallies to underscore my commitment to the Pro-Life movement regardless of
where we are at in the election cycle and I have also mentioned the need to protect life at all stages in
addressing criminal prosecutions.
3. Absolutely! My commitment to the Pro Life cause is independent of any political consideration.
4. I would and have personally defended such laws in federal courts.
5. I would and I would be willing to prosecute criminal violations of such bills.
6. No. I believe that a medical procedure necessary to save the life of a mother may have an unintended
consequence of losing the life of a baby but that is not an abortion, either.
7. It may be a part of a population control strategy to minimize so-called human contributions and
thereby argue for decreased populations.
8. No because women suffer from abortion and health care should not deliberately cause suffering.
9. No because of the dangers inherent in providing medication to cause a woman's body to reject a fertilized egg and other complications can occur and have been documented.
10. A. Continued prayer and activism to change the composition of the US Supreme Court to overturn
Roe v. Wade.
B: Yes and that is a legitimate option Congress could pursue.
11. Never acceptable because it devalues human life no less at the end of someone's life than abortion
devalues human life at the beginning.

Candidate: Paul Mosley ~ Office: AZ House LD 5
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1. I’m as Pro Life as they come as a father of 6 children. The life of a baby born or unborn is no different
than the life of anyone else.
2. My pro life and pro family stance is a HUGE part of my campaign and my life.
3. Yes! I will support and campaign and conference and rally for the cause of Life.
4. Absolutely, I would love to sponsor anything that would get rid of or overturn Roe v. Wade which has
been the cause of around 60 million innocent baby lives.
5. Yes a million times over. I want the money to go to pregnancy care and other pro life organizations that
help woman and everyone realize that a baby is a baby. No money from the government should ever be
directed to planned parenthood or any other organization that provides abortion, etc.
6. Never acceptable! There is always adoption and there are many millions of people who would like to
adopt children.
7. Yes! I know that we will never run out of resources in the world and we are actually going into a Demographic Winter as the birth rate turns negative all over the world.
8. No! It's not woman's healthcare. abortion is murder. Period.
9. This is bad and should not be accessible to anyone especially our teens. Abstinence is the best and
should be taught.
10A. Appointing conservative, Pro Life Supreme Court Justices to turn the power back to Pro Life. There
will be 3 maybe 4 new Supreme Court Justices in the next 4 to 8 years.
10B. Yes, the Justices and the Presidents both have too much power. The checks and balances are almost
no longer.
11. No, Enduring to the end is essential no matter how hard it might seem.

Candidate: Becky A. Nutt~Office: Arizona House of Representatives LD 14
becky@beckynutt.org (928) 965-8124 July 18, 2016 11:13 p.m.
1. What being pro-life means to me is that life begins at conception and, therefore, that baby has
a right to live and it is not my or any other human being’s place to try to eliminate that life. I am
not currently, nor have been in office, nor actively involved in any pro-life organizations. I would
support legislation that supports human life.
2. I am a Christian whose faith is based on Biblical facts. I believe in life at conception and do not
advocate for, nor support, abortion or assisted suicide. This is a part of who I am and therefore in
my dialogue as I talk to constituents.
3. What being pro-life means to me is that life begins at conception and helping that life by supporting its right to life.
4. Yes. I do not participate in things I believe in and that are important to me for compensation
and some type of recognition. 5. Yes. It is not for government to pay for the killing of its children.
6. I believe any agenda of the extreme left is all about the control of all human life.
7. No. The act of aborting a fetus is not about the "healthcare" of a woman, but about eliminating
an inconvenience.
8. No. It is a method for an abortion with a lot of dangerous side effects and risks.
9. Conservatives by nature are reserved and laid back, thinking that people will come to their
senses. The liberal view is very noisy and squeaky and receives the majority of the attention
because of that noise and their squeak. Conservatives need to rise up and get noisier and squeak
louder
10. Lawmakers make the law, courts are to interpret the law. Courts (judges) should have no
other jurisdiction over abortion than in determining what the law says, then upholding that.

Candidate: Justin Olson ~ Office: U.S. House of Representatives (AZ-05)
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1. I am 100% pro-life. I have a 100% pro-life voting record and have been a leader in the pro-life movement. I have introduced pro-life legislation and successfully advocated its passage. In 2012, I sponsored
HB2800 to defund Planned Parenthood. This year, I sponsored HB2599 which requires all abortion providers in Arizona to separately account for all the tax dollars they receive and all of the dollars used to provide abortion. This will enable Arizona to enforce the Hyde amendment which prohibits abortion
providers from using tax dollars to subsidize an abortion.
2. I have been a consistent and outspoken advocate for the right to life. I regularly speak at pro-life
gatherings including the conferences of the East Valley Pro-life Alliance. I will continue these efforts as
the next Congressman from Arizona's 5th Congressional District.
3. I am absolutely willing to participate in pro-life conferences and rallies without compensation or identification on marketing or campaign materials. I have taken advantage of every opportunity to advocate for
the right to life and I will continue to do the same as your next Congressman.
4. I will pursue every opportunity available to protect the pre-born including introducing or co-sponsoring
a bill that would make abortion illegal by overturning Roe v. Wade.
5. I have already sponsored a bill to prevent all taxpayer dollars from going to abortion providers in
Arizona (see HB2800 from 2012). I will continue to sponsor this effort as the district's next Congressman.
6. It would only be acceptable to save the life of the mother.
7. I do believe that the principles of the "climate change" movement can lead to efforts to control human
population and this must be fought against. Carbon dioxide is the byproduct of human metabolic
processes. By classifying this byproduct as a pollutant the federal government has overreached.
8. No, I do not believe that the destruction of a human life should be considered healthcare.
9. The RU-486 drug creates an abortion if the user is pregnant and should not be authorized for purchase
over the counter or with a prescription.
10 A. We must continue to win the hearts and minds of the American people so that they will demand
justices that will be voices for the pre-born. The pro-life movement has made significant progress in swaying public opinion to believe that abortion on demand should not be the law of the land. We must continue our efforts to win the hearts and minds of the American people.
B. Yes, I will vote to protect and defend the pre-born every chance I have.
11. Euthanasia should not be allowed. Our laws must protect all human life from conception to natural
death.

Candidate: Warren Petersen ~ Office: AZ Senate LD12
1. LIfe is our first God given inalienable right. It is what drew me to the Republican party. I have consistently been recognized as a Pro-Life Champion at the Capitol for bills I have sponsored and my voting
record.
2. My number one priority is to protect Constitutional rights. Since life is included it comes up naturally as
part of my platform. 3. Yes, I have and will continue to. 4. Without hesitation. 5. I have worked on
this issue and will continue to fight for this issue. 6. It is never okay to deliberately kill a preborn child.
7. I don't think there is a question whether the movement has tethered overpopulation with climate
change and vice versa.
8. No, it is an attack on our most defenseless and it includes dangerous practices that put women's health
at risk.
9. No this pill terminates the life of a child with a developing heart.
10A. While our Supreme Court is no closer I believe public sentiment has changed and that the populace
as a whole is more willing to overturn the ruling. Science continues to prove life at earlier stages. Over
time this should open doors on the National level. In the meantime we need to take the fight to them
state by state. Arizona has been a leader at this. 10B. This has to be done on the federal level, but I absolutely support this. Congress has the authority to limit their jurisdiction and should exercise it to protect
the sanctity of life.
11. No
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Candidate: Kevin Payne ~ Office: AZ House LD 21
1. Pro-life means being against the murder of the unborn. There have been about 500,000 abortions
through June 15th of this year alone. That far exceeds any other means of death in the USA. It is
unacceptable!
2. I don't just talk the talk I will walk the walk.
3. Yes I am. Anything I can do to eliminate abortions is worth while.
4. Yes I would because I believe in protecting the unborn.
5. Yes I would. The videos I've seen where they interview various people from Planned Parenthood was
appalling.
6. Only to save the life of the mother.
7. No I've never looked at it that way. I think it is a way for the climate change supporters to scare people
and try to get rich off their fear. 8. No I do not. Healthcare is for saving lives not murdering them.
9. No way. The best way for teens or anyone else to prevent pregnancy is to not have sex or at the very
least not have unprotected sex.
10A. We need a president that will appoint prolife judges to the court. People need to keep this in mind
when they vote. 10B. Yes. There are three branches of government in USA and the courts are only one of
them. We should be able to write law that will overturn the courts and if we have judges that will protect
life then we can keep it that way.
11. I am not in favor of this, however I also don't want to see on going suffering of a terminally ill patient.

Candidate: Anthony Sizer ~ Office: AZ State House LD 14
1. I am pro-life as a result of my Christian values but also as a result of my adoption from India. I could
have been aborted or abandoned in the country of India. My own life experience and living the American
dream after being adopted and naturalized! What great opportunities a child can have and become!
2. I have expressed my adoption and Christian beliefs that has led me to my confident stance of support
for pro-life. I will not support abortion after being elected to office!
3. YES I would be willing to participate in pro-life events!
4. I would be willing to be the primary sponsor and support as co-sponsor on any bills that protect and
defend pro-life!
5. YES! With confidence!
6. No I would not support in most part. However, there are family related decisions when mother and
father have to choose who lives or dies as a result of labor complication.
7. I am not sure if climate change has anything to do with control of humans. I would need to learn more
regarding the facts and historical data.
8. I do not believe abortion should be classified as "women's healthcare"? I believe at conception, the
new life being formed is independent of the mother's body.
9. I am very concerned about this question. Abstinence is important for teen education as giving them
avenues and access to over-the-counter drugs which would only encourage early promiscuity!
10A. I would first address the constitutional reasoning which means that judiciary case law or opinions do
not trump laws vetted and created by and through our legislative branch process.
10B. I would like to look at writing a house bill to stop judicial activism as it has become a self-governing
branch usurping around our legislative laws! I would look as oversight committee and the function of bar
association. These days’ criminals and those with dishonorable intent use our court system to usurp
around legislative laws they simply don’t want to follow! That’s unacceptable! I would look into creating
a legislatively controlled judicial accountability committee so that the public may remove judges if they
fail to cite legislatives laws in their rulings and opinions! One key change would be to redefine or even
remove judicial immunity!
11. No never!
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Candidate: Wendy Rogers ~ Office: U.S. Congress, District 1
1. Pro-life is an appreciation for all human life and the understanding that it begins at conception and
deserves legal protection at every stage until natural death. As a mother, a grandmother, and a foster
parent - my husband Hal and I have always sought to demonstrate our faith and defend life. There are
only 22 Republican women in Congress. We need more pro-life women in Congress to champion these
issues. I am a proud monthly contributor to the Center for AZ Policy, which is a renowned pro-life,
pro-family organization.
2. I am unapologetically pro-life, and have spoken to many voters who have stated that being pro-life is
their number one issue. If you send me to Congress to join the 22 other Republican women, I can assure
you that I will continue to speak out on behalf of those who cannot speak for themselves—the unborn.
I took an oath as a pilot in the Air Force to defend my country, and when I am sworn in as your congresswoman, I will take an equally important oath to defend all people of my country again.
3. Yes. As your congresswoman, my time will be spent serving the people of my district. This means that
my priority is to help, protect, and to defend my constituents.
4. Yes. Roe v. Wade ushered in a despicable era for our country, and I will fight to turn things around to
take back our country.
5. Yes. Though Planned Parenthood and some other abortion providers offer some health services, there
are other places for women to go. If the government wants to subsidize women’s healthcare, it should
support women’s centers that truly help people—people inside and outside of the womb.
6. I am opposed to abortion except when it is necessary to prevent the death of the mother.
7. The “climate change” movement is serving special interests. Many climate change advocates press for
population control, which can only increase the abortion rate.
8. Abortions are absolutely not “women’s healthcare”. An abortion takes the life of another human
being, and the use of the words “women’s healthcare” is a strategy of the pro-choice movement to
dehumanize the most precious and defenseless humans in our society.
9. RU-486 is not a contraceptive; RU-486 is an abortion pill. TIME magazine calls the process of a RU-486
abortion, "painful, messy, and protracted." The use of RU-486 will increase the number of abortions
occurring in the United States, a horrifying prospect.
10A. First and foremost, I will do everything in my power to help our next president appoint pro-life
justices to the Supreme Court. Though the House of Representatives does not play a role in the
appointment of justices, I will use whatever personal influence I have to encourage my colleagues in the
Senate to confirm pro-life justices. I will also support pro-life legislation and any legislation that seeks to
overturn Roe v. Wade.
10B. I would be willing to support a solution that curbs judicial activism while still maintaining the integrity of the Constitution.
11. The premature end of a life is never a good decision. All life is precious and should be treated as such.
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Candidate: Itasca Small ~ Office: AZ State Senate LD 25
1. I have a moral obligation to protect the sanctity of Life; from Conception to Natural Death. A nation that
murders its own children is morally bankrupt, and no better than the ancient peoples who sacrificed their
children in the fiery furnaces dedicated to the false god, Molech. I know that the reality of knowing an
unborn child is a precious individual human life and a blessing created by God, haunts many mothers and
fathers who chose to kill their children in the womb. I witnessed my dying 56-year-old husband’s tearful
lamentations as he shared the anguish he felt over his part years before, in the abortion of one of his children with his first wife. These children are truly at their mothers’ mercy. I will defend the defenseless in any
way I can!
2. I believe my focus on eradicating the evil that is the Common Core Agenda is proof of my concern for all
children regardless of whether they are still protected in their mother or have been born. I led successful
efforts as a citizen lobbyist in rallying the people and stopping bills in the State Legislature that would have
imposed what I termed "Stealth Common Core for 3&4-year-olds" and "Stealth Common Core for 3-to-5-year
-olds," in 2015 & 2016. I value and defend our innocent children. I will fight just as hard to protect them from
Conception onward, as the targets of the agenda for extending Common Core by "Early Childhood Education," to "Infants & Toddlers"—from Birth to Kindergarten. To be joined in the next phase from Conception
to Birth; with government workers being prepared to make regular home visits to women during pregnancy,
and hospital visits at Birth, followed by regular home visits as the children grow and are channeled into Preschool at 3-years-old to begin group-based formal brainwashing and indoctrination with Common Core pedagogy. I heard the plan described with enthusiasm at the December 8, 2014, AZ State Board of Education
Meeting, and found further information on the Internet. My dedication to eradicating this evil should ensure
voters that I am unequivocally pro-life at all stages of their children’s lives.
3. Yes. Because it's not about me! It's about the Unborn Children and their unalienable God-given Right to
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness!
4. Yes. I will do whatever the Lord empowers me to do. If that includes direct involvement in driving a stake
into the evil of chosen abortion, I will trust in the Lord to empower me to do all that I can to help throw-out
Roe v. Wade!.
5. Yes. Government has no authority—moral or political—to take the substance of those who earn it and use
it to facilitate and fund government-sponsored infanticide!
6. No.
7. Yes. The people behind it have a deliberate agenda intended to de-industrialize the most prosperous nations and reduce the world's population in order to make it easier for power-mongers to control the people
of the world.
8. No. The deliberate murder of unborn children is used for population control, convenience and eugenics,
and is not healthcare.
9. Sadly, it is a "convenient, inexpensive and effective way for our teens to terminate an unwanted pregnancy!" The question should be, Is it morally right for our teens to be able to purchase RU-486 over-thecounter for the sole purpose of murdering their unborn babies? My answer would then be, "NO!" There are
Moral Absolutes! And, the moral obligation to protect the life of one's own child wherever he resides is a
Moral Absolute!
10A. Study the state constitution and the statutes to determine if any action can be taken as they stand, or if
not, if there are amendments that should be proposed to end judicial activism. Also, study to see what could
be done under the 9th & 10th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution on the state-level. Act upon what I find
to remove the usurped power that allows judicial activism in our state and local courts. Call for our Congressional Delegation to act to rein-in the federal judiciary pursuant to Article III of the U.S. Constitution.
10B. Yes. Because they have promoted, aided & abetted government-sanctioned infanticide.
11. No. LIfe is God's to give or take-away. A physician has a moral obligation to protect Life, from Conception
to Natural Death.
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Candidate: Dr. Kelli Ward ~ Office: U.S. Senate
1. As a family physician and in my emergency room practice, I have had opportunities to counsel many
women against abortion. Cathi Herrod of the Center for Arizona Policy said, "For the record, Kelli Ward
had a 100% pro-life voting record as a state senator. Never wavered."
2. Pro-Life is a central feature of my campaign. My 100% Pro-Life Voting Record will continue to be a
centerpiece of my candidacy, especially because I expect Senator McCain to falsely attack my pro-life
stance toward the end of the race by twisting my words out of context as he tries to distract from his
record of support for Planned Parenthood and fetal tissue research.
3. Yes. I am always willing to speak up for the unborn whenever I am given the opportunity.
4. Absolutely. I would especially like to sponsor the Human Life Amendment to the U.S. Constitution that
would strip the Supreme Court of its jurisdiction and unequivocally define and defend human life.
5. Absolutely. I would even support shutting down the federal government in order to defund Planned
Parenthood.
6. No.
7. The "climate change" movement used to be about global cooling, then about global warming. It is a
statist scheme to maximize government control over everything. Malthusian notions of population
control are a major influence here, just as they were in Margaret Sanger's evil work.
8. No. Healthcare aims at the preservation of human life by any means possible. Abortion's sole purpose
is to kill unborn children, half of whom are female.
9. Unfortunately RU-486 is a "convenient, inexpensive and effective" method of abortion. I believe human life begins at conception and deserves the full and equal protection of the laws, so I do not support
making pharmaceutical abortifacients more widely available.
10. A. I support a Human Life Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to assert the sanctity of human life
and affirm that the unborn child has a fundamental individual right to life which cannot be infringed.
B. Yes. It never should have been in the hands of federal courts to begin with.
11. As a physician, my job is preserve, not destroy human life. Our days are numbered by God alone.

Candidate: Kathleen Winn ~ Office: Mesa City Council District 2
1. I work with victims of sex trafficking many who are pregnant. Also, poor and vulnerable. I have
personally worked to get adoptions done. Life is sacred and once conceived should we treat it as such.
2. I share that I am prolife openly and willingly. I demonstrate it by my actions. I will always stand
against abortion.
3. Yes I am willing to participate. I have very few materials but would be willing to promote.
4. City Council typically does not but I would if willing to be a supporter of such efforts.
5. Yes I agree with this.
6. Life of mother or rape possibly. But these cases are rare.
7. I believe it has been a fraud perpetrated to weaken our military and businesses by channeling funding elsewhere.
8. No it takes two people to create a baby and both have rights. Also we need to educate women better
on the impact of pregnancy.
9. This is a dangerous precedent and no child should have to make decisions which impact their health
mental physical and spiritual.
10. a) Education – we need to reset the culture. Families are under attack. Religion, Christian
values - this has been a war. We need to fight both strategically.
b) We are a nation of laws. I don’t agree and will fight to change those that are loopholes and
dangerous. I have done several.
11) Under no condition. Doctors are not God. Only God is God.
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Candidate: Rick Gray ~ Office: AZ Corporation Commission
1. I believe in the sanctity of life, which means protecting life from conception to natural death. My voting
record reflects those values. Over the past six years I have had a 100% rating in supporting pro-life and
family value issues with the Center for Arizona Policy.
2. The ACC does not deal with pro-life issues like the Legislature does, but I will personally continue to
support pro-life issues and candidates because protecting life is one of my core values.
3. Yes, because it is a part of my core values.
4. This does not apply to the ACC, but I have supported pro-life bills during my 6 years in the legislature.
5. Absolutely! However, this does not apply to the ACC, but I have opposed taxpayer funding going to any
abortion providers while I was in the legislature.
6. No!
7. I don’t have hard evidence that the climate change movement is a deliberate effort to control human
population, but there is obvious evidence that it is about control and money.
8. No, abortion should not be identified as “women’s healthcare”. Abortion is about the eliminating of a
human life.
9. RU-486 is just another way to abort a human life in the womb. Also, it is important for parents to be
involved and aware of situations like this with their children. Not only does RU-486 end a human life, it
also can cause great emotional damage to the young woman using this drug.
10. A. We need a political revival of conservative values. Fortunately, with the fight that many have
waged over the years to protect life, educate people and the advances of technology we see many of our
young people coming to the realization that abortion is killing a human life in the womb. Sadly, I don’t see
a quick solution to this problem of judicial activism. It’s imperative that organizations like the AZ East
Valley Action Alliance, continues to identify and support those who will fight for life at all levels of
government.
B. This does not apply to the ACC, but I would personally work to reduce abortions as much as possible.
11. I know there is a cultural push for euthanasia, but the unintended consequence of that is the devaluation of life

Candidate: Ron Gould ~ Office: State Senate LD5 Mohave & LaPaz Counties
1. Supporting life from conception to natural death. Over the years I have voted in favor of numerous
pro-life bills.
2. Pro-life positions have always been a part of my campaigns for six elections. From city council to
congress.
3. Yes, I have marched in right to life events in the past. My wife is a former long time board member of
our local pregnancy care center.
4. Yes. I voted for a ban in the past.
5. Yes, I have done that in the past.
6. Only if it can be proven that to carry the child will cause the death of the mother.
7. There are people in that movement that preach population reduction.
8. Abortion is not women's healthcare. It is the ending of a human life.
9. I believe selling RU-486 over the counter has and will cause health problems for women.
10 A. Congress should use its power to remove abortion from the purview of the Supreme Court.
10 B. Yes. See above question.
11. Euthanasia is not acceptable to me. I oppose it regardless of the condition.
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Candidate: Clair Van Steenwyk ~ Office: US Senate & US House CD 8
1. My wife & I ran a halfway house in LA and counseled both wed and unwed mothers on the issue and
know it made a difference. Pro Life for us is Life begins at conception and if this procedure is sought
must only be due to both Lives being at risk and with the Father's consent as well.
2. I already do when I appear at events and on campaign site.
3. yes
4. Yes
5. Yes and this includes voting No on the Budget when Planned Parenthood is funded in it.
6. No
7. Yes
8. No. Abortion is used as Birth Control or if you will access to free sex without being held accountable
and killing the Innocent to allow promiscuity.
9. No. Parents must be at the heart of any decision made by minor children they're responsible or
carry on their healthcare plan now up to 26.
10
A. WE need Term Limits for Federal Judges. We also need Elected Officials who aren't just
committed when running or poor legislation with no real commitment if elected.
10
B. No. It's a Constitutional Right of all Americans to a trial thereby can't be removed without
amending the US Constitution and I for one won't violate the rights of Americans, however, the 14th
Amendment comes into play for the unborn child as well and must be the cornerstone for legislation or
legal arguments.
11. No. This is against the very belief in Creation.

Candidate: Roberto Carlos Alfaro ~ Office: LD 29 House of Rep.
1. Pro life to myself means, the opposition of terminating pregnancies for no medical reasons and in
favor of allowing all children the opportunity of life. I myself have done nothing to make me stand out
as a pro-lifer.
2. I think as a conservative, I am against using abortion as a contraception, as it gives people the ability
to make choices without careful consideration; it devalues family values.
3. I am willing to attend pro-life conferences to learn more about the subject.
4. No! Because in the instance that a woman is sick, or the child, an abortion may be necessary. If a
woman has been raped, could she really love the child, or will it be a remembrance of her pain; in the
end it will only hurt the child.
5. Yes! This I would stand for, as our taxpayer dollars should not be used for this issue, but one that
provide a benefit to all.
6. Yes! As stated in the prior comments, if the pregnancy poses danger to the child or mother; this is
acceptable. Also, in the case if a woman was raped.
7. No! I do not. I think there are many contributors such as farms which house cows, factories in other
countries, etc.
8. To be honest, not sure at the moment.
9. It most definitely is cheaper when compared to raising a child and family.
10
A. All I can do is promote conservative values, speak on why I think abortion is bad in some
cases, and support and represent my district, how they see fit.
10
B. I am for getting things done!
11. This needs to be done on a case by case basis. I feel this should only be for those in real critical conditions who have no chance of surviving.
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Republicans vs. Democrats
Comparison of Pro-Life Platforms

“The candidates and political party platforms in the 2016 election demonstrate a
stark contrast between those of us who cherish the wonder and dignity of human life....and those who fail
to recognize God as the Author of all human life. Between those of us who will fight to protect the lives of
the youngest members of our human family....and those who use abortion as a weapon to advance a deadly
culture of life. For us, there is no more important issue facing America today than the evil of abortion.
Abortion corrupts our entire society. It leads to multiple other forms of violence in our nation, the
breakup of the family, and the downward spiral of public morality. And that the only way to bring peace to
our nation, our cities, our communities and our families is to end the violence of abortion. Period!”
Fr. Pavone, Priests for Life

Republican Ticket: Donald Trump (President) and Governor Mike Pence (VP)
Donald Trump Hires Pro-Life Advocate as Top Domestic Policy Director
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/05/05/donald-trump-hires-pro-life-advocate-as-top-domestic-policydirector/
Donald Trump: “I Will Appoint Supreme Court Judges Who Will be Pro-Life”
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/05/11/donald-trump-i-will-appoint-supreme-court-judges-who-will-be-prolife/
Donald Trump Selects Pro-Life Indiana Governor Mike Pence as His VP Running Mate
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/07/15/donald-trump-selects-pro-life-indiana-governor-mike-pence-as-hisvp-running-mate/
Mike Pence: “I’m a Christian, a Conservative and a Republican. In That Order”
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/07/21/mike-pence-im-a-christian-a-conservative-and-a-republican-in-thatorder/

Democratic Ticket: Hillary Clinton (President) and Senator Tim Kaine (VP)
Hillary Clinton ~ “I am a strong supporter of Roe v Wade” ~ CatholicVote
“Planned Parenthood Action Fund (PPAF) has endorsed Hillary Clinton for President for her radical support of abortion. Planned Parenthood is the largest provider of abortion in the United States. Pray for our
nation to reject the taking of human life through abortion and reject those who support it at the ballot box
in November. We must stand against the Planned Parenthood/Clinton baby-selling cabal and expose this
radical and barbaric abortion agenda to the public.” ~ Troy Newman, President, Operation Rescue
Hillary Clinton: An Unborn Child Just Hours Before Delivery Has No Constitutional Rights
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/04/05/hillary-clinton-an-unborn-child-just-hours-before-delivery-has-noconstitutional-rights/
Hillary Clinton Slams New Law Banning Abortions on Babies With Down Syndrome
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/05/02/hillary-clinton-slams-new-law-banning-abortions-on-babies-withdown-syndrome/
Hillary Clinton Pushes for Unlimited Abortions Up to Birth on a Global Scale
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/05/20/hillary-clinton-pushes-for-unlimited-abortions-up-to-birth-on-aglobal-scale/

Democratic Ticket: Hillary Clinton (President) and Senator Tim Kaine (VP)
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“Hillary Clinton’s positions are evil and wicked, and supporting the destruction of life of the unborn is evil,
evil, evil” ~ Pastor Jeffress, TX
Senator Tim Kaine ~ “devout Catholic” – 100% pro-abortion voting record.
Catholic Bishop to Tim Kaine “You can’t be Catholic and pro-abortion”
http://www.lifenews.com/2016/07/25/catholic-bishop-to-tim-kaine-you-cant-be-catholic-and-proabortion/
“Democrats are the pro-abortion party and they will do whatever is necessary to make sure Planned Parenthood continues to get abortion funding so they can sell baby body parts and make contributions to Democrats.”
Michael Becker
Gone are the days when Democratic candidates spoke softly about the “A” word. Not long ago, their platform aimed to make abortion ‘safe, legal, and rare’. Today, their radical agenda has been stripped of its
euphemisms and phony slogans. The official Democratic platform now calls for abortion on demand – paid
for by the taxpayers. Even so-called ‘devout Catholic’ Tim Kaine supports this extremist plan. CatholicVote
Millions of abortions committed yearly in the United States “cannot continue” and Cardinal Burke warns
that abortion is at the root of violence in society. “The murder of the smallest and most defenseless human
beings is the root of social violence. Some people say that people with serious illnesses or the elderly are
useless. That is truly horrible. You can see the profoundly selfish individualistic logic that is behind this ruin
of a human being and his dignity”
Cardinal Burke – LifeSite News 7-26-16.

“The world will not be destroyed by those who do evil, but by those who watch and do
nothing”.
Albert Einstein

LEADERSHIP IS ABOUT CHARACTER!
**Arizona voters can be proud of our dedicated 100% pro-life
conservative leadership we have in our representatives and legislators!
** We must continue to support those already holding an office and those
who are running for an office in the 2016 elections; to protect our Arizona families
and Country, through legislation, from a socialistic regime, that if left unchecked, will
eventually destroy the family and our freedoms!

Reminder:

“It is vital that pro-life Americans go to the polls on election day and VOTE FOR LIFE!”
Fr. Frank Pavone, Priests for Life
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Before You Say You Won’t Vote ……………..some people have stated that they won’t vote if
the nominee is not the person they preferred.
To those who say “they won’t vote”......please consider the following:
** Justice Scalia’s seat is vacant
** Justice Ginsberg is 82 years old
** Justice Kennedy is 79 years old
** Justice Breyer is 77 years old
** Justice Thomas is 67 years old
Current data shows that the average age of a Supreme Court retirement or death occurs after the age 75.
There are five (5) vacancies that will likely occur over the next 4-8 years.
The next President will have the power to potentially create a 7-2 Supreme Court skewed in their ideology.
Think about the effects of what a 7-2 Supreme Court will have on the future of our Country.........
** If the next president appoints five (5) young Justices it will guarantee control of the Supreme
Court for an entire generation.
** 7-2 decisions will hold up much more over time than 5-4 decisions which are viewed as lacking in
mandate.
** Hillary Clinton has made it clear she will use the Supreme Court to destroy our 2nd Amendment,
literally saying that the Supreme Court should overturn and remove our individual right to keep and bear
arms. Period!
** If Hillary Clinton wins because disgruntled GOP voters refuse to vote for the Party’s nominees, it is
likely you will never see another conservative victory at the Supreme Court level for the rest of your
life......ever!
Remember Romney??? Three million conservatives who had voted for McCain did not vote for Romney (for
whatever reason)...and the result was four more years of Obama.
One final thought........Hillary Clinton is already on the record as saying that her buddy, Obama “would
make a great Supreme Court Justice”! THINK ABOUT THAT and the harm it could do to our Country!!

PRAY....and then VOTE for the Republican PRO-LIFE Ticket.
For generations to come, our children and our grandchildren
are depending on us to protect their God-given freedoms!!
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AZ East Valley Action Alliance Brings Pro-Life Message to GOP Chairman’s Dinner
On the Anniversary of Roe vs. Wade, January 22, 2016
GOP Chairman, Robert Graham Calls for a
Moment of Silence in Remembrance of the 61 Million Babies
Killed By Abortion

AZ EVAA Directors Genny Jones, Jinny Perron
& Bonnie Waite with Paul Gosar
Pro-Life Congressman

AZ EVAA Directors Genny Jones,
Bonnie Waite, Jinny & Joe Perron

PRO-LIFE AMERICA
A new Marist poll finds:
** 78 % of Americans support restrictions on abortion that would effectively limit the
procedure to the first three months of pregnancy;
** 62% of Americans oppose taxpayer funding of abortions;
** While the Supreme Court recently overturned a number of commonsense regulations
passed by the State of Texas, the Marist poll finds that those regulations were
overwhelmingly popular with the American people;
** 78% of Americans believe abortion clinics should meet the same standards as other
surgery centers;
** 70% of Americans want doctors who perform abortions to be required to have hospital
admitting privileges.

VOTE PRO-LIFE!

...because without Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness aren’t possible!
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Why Voting for Donald Trump Is a Morally Good Choice
Townhall By Wayne Grudem
http://townhall.com/columnists/waynegrudem/2016/07/28/why-voting-for-donaldtrump-is-a-morally-good-choice-n2199564
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I am a Jew turned evangelical Christian . I am also a passionate supporter of............
Wayne Allyn Root | A Message For Christians About Donald ...

PRAYER AT ELECTION TIME
O Lord, our just and loving Father,
we thank you for the precious gift of human life
that is greatly threatened by the culture of death.
Aware of the dangers we are now facing, we ask that you
guide us in electing the leaders our nation truly needs:
Leaders with the wisdom to discern your providential plan,
Leaders who understand the weakness of the human condition,
Leaders who counsel our citizens to respect the rule of law,
Leaders with the fortitude to face their opponents with grace,
Leaders with knowledge of our Constitution of natural rights,
Leaders whose piety makes them aware of their own limitations,
We pray that the inalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, promised by our founders, may be preserved, protected, and
defended for all, especially the most vulnerable members of our society.
Almighty and Merciful God, sustain us in our struggle
to live in peace as one nation under God. Amen.

* * * * * V o t e P r o—L i f e * * * * *
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The AZ East Valley Action Alliance is grateful to our supporters and thanks our
2016 Candidates for their willingness to serve our great State of Arizona and its
citizens, both born and unborn.

Board of Directors ~ Executive Committee
Executive Board Officers
Joseph (Joe ) Perron
Virginia (Jinny) Perron
Genny Jones
Bonnie Waite

President
1stndVice- President
2 Vice-President
Secretary

Board Committee Officers
Deborrah Miller

Marketing Consultant

Marne Haney

Legislative Consultant

Senior Honorary Members

In Loving Memory

Mary Esposito ~ Emma Abel

Carol Bock
Delores Rodriquez
Joan Poulin
John Bock

Honorary Members
Rob Haney
Carl & Phyllis Hines

August 3, 2012
February 14, 2013
July 13, 2013
February 21, 2016

Membership Opportunities
Annual Membership Dues: Family ~ $25.00; Individual ~ $15.00
Your sustaining membership or donations in any amount to the EVAA will be used
to support the pro-life political activities of the EVAA and the printing of the EVAA Newsletter.
Please mail your donations to EVAA, 2648 N. 61st Street, Mesa, AZ 85215
Donations to AZ EVAA are not tax-deductible.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

THANK
YOU TAMI

WEBSITE
www.evactionalliance.org
EMAIL:
Life@evactionalliance.org
TELEPHONE:
480-216-7217
MAILING ADDRESS:
2648 N 61st St.,
Mesa, AZ 85215

Tami Cascio Co-Owner of AZ Landscape & Design,
480-390-3132, for her expertise in the maintenance of the
AZ East Valley Action Alliance website:
www.evactionalliance.org

Disclaimer:
Please know that while the AZ East Valley Action Alliance does not endorse candidates, we do encourage
the pro-life voter to review the candidates’ pro-life record and/or their pro-life statements as provided
herein. The AZ EVAA, however, does not necessarily support nor denounce any views, in part or in their
entirety, by the candidates who appear in this publication.
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